**SAHABAT KEMBANGA ILMU**

**Year of establishment:** 2012
**Membership:** USIM Students are eligible to become members

**Objectives**
1. To encourage students involvement in library activities locally and internationally.
2. To strengthen relationship among students and library.

**Core Values**
1. To develop significant linkages by bridging communication gap between students and the library.
2. To ensure seamless knowledge transfer and skills in all aspects of organisational management and virtues.
3. To inculcate an outstanding mentoring system to nurture students soft skills.

**Impacts**
- To the USIM Library Staff (Respected, Referred, Revisited)
- To the SRL members—The Library Ambassadors Acquisition of soft skills
  Enhancement of self-confidence

**Programmes**
- Community Engagement
- Intellectual Development Talk
- Soft Skills Development
- Benchmarking and Visit Internationalisations

**Contact Person**
Marhaniza Abd Halim
marhaniza@usim.edu.my
067986211